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- mintCast 331.5 ? Audio Schmaudio [3]
  
  In our Innards section, we talk more about how we do this show.

  And finally, our listener feedback and a few suggestions.

- Checking out Ubuntu 20.04 Ahead of its Release [4]
  
  Ubuntu 20.04 is coming soon! Ahead of the new release, I check out the current state of this in-progress distribution, in anticipation of its April 2020 release.

- LHS Episode #335: Clean My Glasses [5]
  
  Welcome to Episode 335 of Linux in the Ham Shack. In this short topics episode, we cover COVID-19 and contesting (duh), virtual amateur radio exams, emergency broadband on 5.8GHz, the Hamvention 2020 QSO party, exFAT, OBS, AREDN and much more. Thank you for listening. Stay safe and play more radio!